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Nôtre inspiration?

“Hippolyte Louis 
Fizeau developed 
probably the most 

successful method, 
patenting it in 1843

… but the method 
was so complicated 
and expensive that it 

never caught on.”Armand 
Hippolyte

Louis 
Fizeau

Daguerréotype de Fizeau
(Musée d’Orsay)
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Thanks to the organizers and to 
APC!
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Inflationary B modes are exciting

• Many inflationary models, including arguably more “natural” ones, predict T/S in 
the detectable range.

• There are few other ways (none?) to probe the inflation epoch.

BUT

• Plenty of inflationary modes predict T/S far too low to measure.
• There are lots of unknowns (foregrounds, systematics).
• Even if we see the signal, we’ll only add ~1 number to our knowledge of 

inflation.

BUT

• Optimists have been right about the CMB in the past.
• We won’t know unless we try!
• That one number is a pretty important one!
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N. Ponthieu’s Gordian Knot
• Foregrounds: Issues are 

similar for different types 
of experiment.

• Sensitivity: B.I. is worse 
than imaging, but maybe 
not much worse.

• Systematics: If B.I. is the 
right technique, then it’s 
because of better 
systematics.  We need to 
get more quantitative in 
assessing this claim.

Sensiti
vity

Foregrounds

Systematics
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Sensitivity

• To get comparable sensitivity to other 
techniques, need to read out redundant 
baselines coherently.
» (Probably need to read out redundant baselines 

coherently anyway, to keep the phase shift 
sequence from getting too long and complicated!)

• Even so, B.I. sensitivity is worse than imaging 
by ~2-3.
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Foregrounds
• Spergel is optimistic, especially about dust.

» Large-scale coherence of B helps with both dust & synchrotron.
» Dust is likely to be fittable with a small enough number of 

parameters that simple removal methods will get ~95% of it.
» OK to have multiple dust populations, as long as they’re well-

mixed.
» Synchrotron worry: position-dependent break in the spectrum.

• Can we do foregrounds in visibility space?  Probably!
• Foreground removal methods must allow quantitative 

assessment of errors!
• Future observations of foregrounds (Planck, C-BASS, …) will be 

very important.
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Where do we stand?

• Is B.I. the right technology for the B mode 
search?

• I don’t know, but I think it’s worth developing 
the method further to find out.

• Young technology.  Many unanswered 
questions.

• Both experiment and modeling are needed!


